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Abstract
The eXtended Finite Element Method (X–FEM) has been successfully used in two-
phase flow problems involving a moving interface. In order to simulate problems
involving more than two phases, the X–FEM has to be further eXtended. The
proposed approach is presented in the case of a quasistatic Stokes n-phase flow
and it is based on using an ordered collection of level set functions to describe
the location of the phases. A level set hierarchy allows describing triple junctions
avoiding overlapping or “voids” between materials. Moreover, an enriched solution
accounting for several simultaneous phases inside one element is proposed. The
interpolation functions corresponding to the enriched degrees of freedom require
redefining the associated ridge function accounting for all the level sets.
The computational implementation of this scheme involves calculating integrals
in elements having several materials inside. An adaptive quadrature accounting for
the interfaces locations is proposed to accurately compute these integrals.
Examples of the hierarchical X–FEM approach are given for a n–phase Stokes
problem in 2 and 3 dimensions.
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1 Introduction
Level set methods are becoming increasingly popular for the solution of fluid
problems involving moving interfaces [10]. In the two-phase case, the level set
methods can predict the evolution of complex interfaces including changes in
topology such as deforming bubbles, break up and coalescence, etc. This kind
of flow is encountered in a wide range of industrial and natural applications.
Since the introduction of the level set method by Osher and Sethian [8], a
large amount of bibliography has been published. See, for instance, the cited
review by Sethian and Smereka [10] and the work by Osher and Fedkiw [7].
Despite the term multiphase is widely used in the literature, most works using
level sets for tracking material interfaces limit the number of phases to two.
This restriction comes from the use of the sign of a level set function to describe
the materials location. There are some works handling n–phase models (n > 2)
based on several level set functions. For example, Tan and Zabaras [11] use the
level set technique combined with features of front tracking methods to model
the microstructure evolution in the solidification of multi–component alloys. In
this work each component is defined by a level set function: the sign limits the
solid–liquid interface. Two algorithms to simulate triple junctions where the
interfaces motion depends on surface tension and bulk energies were proposed
by Zhao et. al. [13] and Ruuth [9]. These works use a number of level set
functions equal to the number of materials. They require adding some further
restrictions to the model in order to prevent overlapping or vacuum between
phases. Recently Dolbow et al. [?] presented a similar technique to enforce
conservation laws across interfaces described using the Patterned Interface
Reconstruction method.
In this work we propose a different approach to describe and to model n-phase
flow problems based on X–FEM. The main ingredients are: level sets and an en-
riched solution. We avoid the geometrical inconsistency (overlapping or voids)
by introducing a hierarchy between the level sets. Moreover, the enrichment of
the solution is extended to account for triple (or multiple) junctions inside an
element. This allows for handling gradient discontinuities across the interface.
In the following sections the hierarchy between level sets and the multiple
enrichment are presented in the context of a n-phase flow problem. Computa-
tional considerations on how to integrate discontinuous function on elements
are discussed next. Finally, in order to show the behavior of the proposed ap-
proach we present several application examples in 2D and 3D of n–phase flow
problems driven by gravitational forces.
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2 Problem statement
The hierarchical X–FEM is developed to simulate a flow problem with n phases
(n > 2). An n–phase fluid governed by the Stokes equation is considered.
The inertia term is neglected and the problem is thus quasi–static. This is a
common situation in geophysical modeling, where creeping (very slow) flow
arises (e.g. [14]). The governing equations are written in terms of velocity u
and pressure p as
∇ · (η∇su) +∇p = ρg, (1a)
∇ · u = 0 (1b)
where η is the viscosity, ρ the density, and g the gravitational acceleration
vector. The symmetrized gradient operator ∇s is defined as 1
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(∇> +∇). Den-
sity and viscosity fields are constant in each phase and discontinuous across
interfaces. Equation (1) is quasi–static and it does not contain any explicit
time dependence; the transient character of the solution is due to the motion
of the phases. For the sake of a simple presentation, the problem is described
by equation (1), that is the expression of the balance law in strong form. The
complete description of the Boundary Value Problem is therefore omitted and
would require, along with the boundary conditions, to explicitly enforce the
continuity of the normal stresses across the interfaces where the viscosity is dis-
continuous. This is naturally treated in the weak form of the problem adopted
in the practical implementation. The Stokes problem is discretized using the
standard mini element (triangular element with enhanced linear velocities and
linear pressure), which is the simpler option fulfilling the LBB condition.
The location of the different phases is described by a collection of level set
functions. The level sets represent material properties and they are conse-
quently transported by the motion of the fluid. Thus the evolution of each one
of the level sets, describing phase locations, is determined by pure advection
equation
φ˙(i) + u · ∇φ(i) = 0 (2)
where u is the velocity field, solution of the Stokes problem (1), and φ(i) is
the level set number i. In the applications, equation (2) is solved using linear
triangular elements and using the two-step third order Taylor-Galerkin time-
marching scheme, especially designed to deal with the advective character of
the problem [3].
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The detection for elements to be enriched is the following: elements have to
be marked to enrich if they are crossed by the interface described by φ(1)
or crossed by the interface described by φ(2) and being φ(1) negative. This
statement is easily encoded. In the code repository
(or in http://www.ija.csic.es/gt/sergioz/main/codes.htm) we provide
a highly vectorized MATLAB function named crossedByLevelSet accepting
any element type in any number of dimensions and returns if the element has
to be enriched or not.
The ridge function in elements crossed by only the k–th level set is defined as
in the previous case and denoted by r(k):
r(k) =
∑
j∈Nenr
∣∣∣φ(k)j ∣∣∣Nj −
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
j∈Nenr
φ
(k)
j Nj
∣∣∣∣∣∣ (11)
where k is 1 or 2 for elements crossed by φ(1) or φ(2), respectively. In the
elements containing only one interface the ridge function is equal to the cor-
responding single rigde, that is R = r(k).
In the triple junction case, where two interfaces meet in one element, the ridge
function must account for both level sets and the hierarchy between them. In
this case R is defined as
R = r(1) + r(2)C(1) (12)
where the cutoff function C(1) introduces the level set hierarchy and is defined
as
C(1)(x) =
 1 if φ
(1) ≤ 0
r(1)norm otherwise
(13)
Here, r(1)norm is the normalized ridge of the level set φ
(1). The normalization
process modifies the ridge leaving its crest with a constant value equal to one.
Therefore, the cutoff function C(1) is continuous across the interface: r(1)norm = 1
at the interface. The normalized ridge function, r(1)norm, is defined as
r(1)norm =
∑
j∈Nenr
∣∣∣φ(1)j ∣∣∣Nj −
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
j∈Nenr
φ
(1)
j Nj
∣∣∣∣∣∣∑
j∈Nenr
∣∣∣φ(1)j ∣∣∣Nj (14)
The cutoff function C(1) restricts the full effect of the second ridge r(2) to the
region where the first level set φ(1) is negative. Moreover it smoothly kills the
value of r(2) in the side of the first interface where φ(1) is positive. Despite
the definition (14) does not include the time explicitly, it inherits the time
dependence of the level sets location, so r(i) (and consequently R) changes
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r(i)norm=
∑
j∈Nenr
∣∣∣φ(i)j ∣∣∣Nj −
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
j∈Nenr
φ
(i)
j Nj
∣∣∣∣∣∣∑
j∈Nenr
∣∣∣φ(i)j ∣∣∣Nj
=1−
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
j∈Nenr
φ
(i)
j Nj
∣∣∣∣∣∣∑
j∈Nenr
∣∣∣φ(i)j ∣∣∣Nj (17)
4.3 Numerical integration in multiphase elements
The X–FEM implementation requires computing integrals of discontinuous
functions in elements crossed by the level set. The traditional quadrature
rules, for example Gauss quadratures, are designed to integrate polynomi-
als and regular functions that are fairly approximated by polynomials. These
quadratures are not expected to show a good performance integrations dis-
continuous functions.
To preclude the problem associated with discontinuities and to calculate the
integrals accurately it is usual to split multiphase elements in single-material
subdomains. In these subdomains functions are continuous and standard quadra-
tures provide accurate results.
The computational effort and algorithmic involvement of defining each inte-
gration subdomain depends on the shape of the elements and on the number
of spatial dimensions involved. For example, with only one level set triangular
elements are split into one triangle and one quadrilateral or into two triangles.
This geometrical splitting is coded straightforwardly based on the element
geometry and the level set. The same operation for quadrilateral elements is
much mode cumbersome because the number of possible geometrical divisions
is much higher. In particular, the splitting of a quadrilateral generates three-,
four- and five-sides polygons. Further subdivisions are needed to integrate in
five-sided shapes with standard quadratures.
In three dimensions the number shapes generated by cutting elements by one
level set increases rapidly. Tetrahedral elements cutted by a plane interface
must by split into five single-material tetrahedrals. This partition of the ele-
ment is much more complicated to code and computationally demanding. The
element subdivision is increasingly involved if the number of phases is larger.
Using the hierarchical level set approach element are split in polygonal single-
material subdomains with any number of sides. The general case of detecting
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each one of the n-side polygons is complex to code and computationally ex-
pensive. In this situation a numerical quadrature acting in the whole element
(without any geometrical subdivision)is even mode interesting.
The first trial is using a simple (low order) but very populated quadrature
rule. Intuitively, it is clear that a large number of quadrature points should
allow for integrating the discontinuity accurately. A uniformly refined overkill
quadrature should by accurate enough, though ignoring the location of the
interface where the discontinuity takes place. This integration method should
be used only in elements crossed by several level sets. As they are expected to
be only a few, using a costly quadrature does not practically affect the over-
all computation time. This strategy is used in a triangular element crossed
by one level set with a trapezoidal quadrature on a uniformly refined trian-
gular submesh. This approach is straightforward to implement as a recursive
function and thus the number of quadrature points can be increased to any
desired value. Moreover, due to the simplicity of the quadrature (first order)
is expected to be robust and to minimize the error in the region where the
function is discontinuous. The quadrature is implemented recursively based in
the split of a triangular element into four similar triangles. It is tested in the
computation of an elementary matrix corresponding to the discretization of
the Stokes problem (1b). The element under consideration is affected by only
one level set; the exact solution is in that case easily calculated by splitting
the element into three triangles.
The accuracy obtained with this trapezoidal quadrature is disappointing: to
obtain a relative error of 10−2 in all the coefficients of the elementary matrix,
8385 integration points are needed. To decrease this error to 6 × 10−3, the
number of integration points required is 33153. A large number of integration
points does not reduce the order of the relative error: using 525825 integration
points still produces a relative error larger than 10−3. This number of integra-
tion points exceeds the values that are computationally acceptable in practice.
Table 1 displays the relative errors obtained for different levels of recursion.
We conclude that the previous integration method has to be discarded and
an alternative integration procedure is required. Thus, we propose using an
adaptive scheme increasing the resolution along the interfaces described by
the level set functions. The adaptive quadrature is designed to increase the
number of points optimizing their location.
The resolution of the quadrature is improved along the interface using an
adaptive recursive subdivision of the element into smaller elements. Starting
from a coarse quadrature in the triangle, it is successively refined by splitting
into four triangles all those crossed by the discontinuity. This is illustrated
in Figure 8, showing six level of adaptive refinement. The accuracy of this
iterative process is controlled by comparing two successive approximations. In
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The adaptive quadrature drastically improves the accuracy with respect to
the uniform trapezoidal integration and sufficient accuracy is obtained with
a reasonable amount of integration points. Recall that this strategy is only
needed in the elements affected by the interface. However, the computational
effort to integrate the stiffness matrices in these elements is important.
An alternative integration procedure is based on the Constrained Delaunay
Triangulation (or tetrahedralization, in both cases corresponding to the acronym
CDT), as used for instance by Wall and coauthors [4]. This idea is allowing
to automatically split the element into monophasic subdomains and thus to
use in each subdomain a simple quadrature. A second alternative is provided
by Daux et al. [2] based in the recursive splitting of the domains (triangles or
tetrahedra) following the interfaces. Comparing the cost of these approaches
with the one introduced here is beyond the scope of this paper.
The adaptive quadrature is used in examples presented in next section pro-
viding satisfactory results.
5 Numerical examples
The strategy developed in the previous Sections is tested here in some stan-
dard application examples. The n–phase X–FEM approach is used to simulate
gravitational Rayleigh–Taylor instabilities in 2 and 3 dimensions. The models
are composed by n ≥ 3 immiscible materials governed by the Stokes equa-
tion (1). The driving force in all models is the gravity; the density contrast
makes the buoyant layers (with lower density than the overlying layers) to
flow upward and the denser layers to flow downward.
5.1 Two-dimensional 3-phase instabilities
The initial configuration of the following examples is given by the location of
three materials, as shown in Figure 9. Two level sets are regarded to describe
this configuration. The first level set in hierarchy is the one corresponding to
the upper denser material. The second level set describes the vertical interface
between the two lighter materials. Note than the vertical interface does not
continue through the upper material due to the level set hierarchy. The upper
layer is ten times denser than the two lower materials. The lower materials
have different viscosity, thus the resulting configuration (the formed diapir)
looses its vertical axis of symmetry.
The consistency of the proposed strategy is analyzed observing the evolution of
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similar to the (a) row while the right half of the model is controlled by the
viscosity contrast between the right material and the overburden layer. The
models of the third and fourth rows have a viscosity ratio between the two
lower layers of 10 and 100, respectively. The very viscous right material of
the last model is almost stopped, while the left material develops the diapir
alone. In this example the main pattern of generated flow changes. In the
early stages (1st and 2nd snapshots) the high viscosity of the right material
inhibits the movement in the right half and the flow is concentrated in the left
part of the domain. This bends the diapir to the left. Once the material gains
enough height to loose the influence of the viscous layer (last two snapshots),
the main flow moves to the right half of the model because there is more space
facilitating the return flow. This latter inflexion bends the diapir rightward.
The conclusion on this qualitative test, is that the results show a complex
behavior corresponding with the nature of the problem analyzed.
5.2 Three-dimensional instabilities
Two examples of gravitational instabilities in 3D are presented next. Firstly, a
Rayleigh–Taylor instability similar to the 2D example of the previous section is
presented. Secondly, an instability where the material phases lays horizontally
is shown. In both cases the domain is a square box.
The first example involves three materials: an upper and denser phase, and
two lower and buoyant fluids with a viscosity ratio of five between them. Same
as in the previous case the level set φ(1) (with highest hierarchy) determines
the location of the upper material and has an initial sinusoidal perturbation
to induce the development of the instability. The second level set represents
the interface between the two lower fluids and is initially set parallel to one
wall of the domain. A uniform structured mesh of 512 (8 × 8 × 8) 27-noded
hexahedra is used in the simulations.
Figure 14 shows the location of both level sets after some time-steps. In panel
(a) the two level sets are shown. Due to the hierarchy, the vertical level set is
only relevant below the red surface. Panel (b) shows the same surfaces at the
same time with the interface described by φ(1) drawn in two different colors
to emphasize the two lower materials and facilitate the comparison with the
2D model. Note that the contact between colors is where the second interface
(described by φ(2)) intersects. This 3D example is comparable to the (b) row
of Figure 13. A snapshot of the 2D model is included in panel (c), showing
the comparable asymmetric pattern developed.
The second example, involves five different materials with the physical prop-
erties described in table 2. Contacts between these materials are described by
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